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SPECIAL STRUCTURES OF MIXED LINEAR MODELS 
WITH NUISANCE PARAMETERS 
LUBOMiR KUBACEK 
Introduction 
A mixed linear model is characterized by a triple (Y9 Xft, £(#)); Y is an 
n-dimensional random vector, X a known n x k matrix, /?an unknown k-dimen-
sional vector, fte Mk (k-dimensional Euclidean space), £ (9) a covariance matrix 
p 
of the random vector K, E (9) = ]T ^V,. The symmetric matrices V,, . . . , Vp are 
/ = i 
known, the vector 3=(3U ..., 9p)' of variance components is unknown, 
9e$c:Mp and the topological interior of the set ft is not empty. 
In the following the vector ft is usually considered in the form ft = (0\ x')'9 
where ©is a rcrdimensional vector of necessary parameters and #is a ^-dimen-
sional vector of nuisance parameters. Therefore the matrix X is usually written 
in the form (A, S), where A corresponds to the necessary parameters and S to 
the nuisance parameters. 
The model (Y9 Xft9 .£(#)) is called regular if the rank of the matrix X is 
R(X) = kx-\~k2 = k (i.e. Ji(lk) n Jt(^) = {0}, where J/(A) denotes the column 
space of the matrix A and Jt(§) is of analogous meaning) and the set ft 
possesses the property #eft=>E(#) is positive definite. 
Two typical situations occur in the process of estimating the parameter ft. 
Either there exists the uniformly best linear unbiased estimator of ft, when the 
values of the parameters 9U ..., 9P are not required to be known for obtaining 
the mentioned estimator of ft or knowledge of some of them is required for 
obtaining a locally best linear unbiased estimator of ft. In the latter case the 
variance components have to be estimated before estimating the parameter ft. 
As far as possible preference is given to invariant estimators (realizations of 
such an estimator do not depend on ft). However, in the former case the 
parameters 9U ..., 9p need not be known for estimating the ft, their knowledge 
is necessary for determining the covariance matrix of its estimator. 
As in the model (Y9 Xft, E(i9)) the observation vector Y(according to the 
assumption) is influenced by the nuisance parameter #, the transformed model 
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(TK, A 0 , TE(i9)T/) is considered, where T is a transformation (elimination) 
matrix with the properties TA = A and TS = 0. 
Moreover, the transformation by the matrix T has to preserve full informa-
tion on the necessary parameter 0 and the necessary variance components, i.e. 
the estimators of 0 obtained from the original and the transformed model 
(irrespective of their being determined without means of the variance com-
ponents in the former case or with means of some of them in the latter case) have 
to be the same and simultaneously the estimators of the covariance matrix 
characterizing the obtained estimators of 0 have to be the same. 
Therefore it is reasonable to seek for such structures of mixed linear models 
which ensure the existence of the transformation mentioned, or to investigate 
the influence of a given structure of a model on some obtained estimators. 
In the following the normality of the random vector Y is assumed. 
1. Definitions and auxiliary statements 
The mean value of a random variable (vector) £ under a given parameter of 
its probability distribution p\% denoted E(%\p); analogously Var(£|#) denotes 
its dispersion (covariance matrix). 
Definition 1.1. The 50-LMVQUIE (the locally minimum variance quadratic 
unbiased invariant estimator) of a function g(3) = f'B, #e$ , is V'U Y9 U = IT 
f 
(1) V{/?e<fk} (Y- Xp)U(Y- Xfi) = Y'UY(invariance), 
(2) V{9e$}E(Y'UY\9) = f'9and 
(3) V{W = W': \N fulfils (l)«ft(2)} Var(Y'UY\90) < Var(Y 'WY |^0). 
In what follows 9(Y, 90) denotes the 50-LMVQUIE of 9. 
Definition 1.2. The .90-LBLUE (the locally best linear unbiased estimator) of a 
function h(p) = p'p, pe@k, is LY if 
(1) \/{Pe@k}E(L'Y\P) = p'Pand 
(2) V{seMn:s fulfils (1)} Var(£'Y|50) < Var(s'Y|_«0). 
The symbol 0( Y, 90) denotes the i90-LBLUE of fi; the UBLUE means the uniform-
ly (with respect to 9) best linear unbiasead estimator. 
The generalized Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix X is denoted X+(XX+X = 
= X, X+XX+ = X+, XX+ = (XX+)' (transposition), X+X = (X+X)'); <g> means 
the Kronecker multiplication of matrices; let {S},7 = S,y be the (j,j)th element 
of S and S = S', then vech(S) = (5,.„ Su2, ...', S,.„; S2.2, S2,3, ..., S2.„; ..., 
S„_, „_,, 5„_ i „; 5„.„)'. If N is a positive semidefinite n x n matrix and A an 
arbitrary n x k matrix, J/(A) cz „#(N), then PJJ = A(A'NA)+A'N, M„ = 
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I — PA (I ^ a n identity matrix); for M = I the notation PA is used, i.e. 
PA = Pk-
Lemma 1.3. Let (Y, (A, S) ( ), 1,(3)) be a regular model. If an elimination 
matrix J (i.e. TA = A, TS = O) has a form I - SC, then P(Y, 30) = jf(TK, #0), 
where jf( V, 50) is the t90-LBLUE offi in the original model and p(TY, 30) is the 
50-LBLUE in the transformed model (TK, A # , TE(fl)T'). 
Proof . Cf. Corollary 2.4 in [3]. 
In the framework of the considered model (Y, X$ T*(3)) the symbol K0 
denotes a p x p matrix whose (i, j)th element is {K0}/y = Tr(V,V)) and K
(/) 
denotes a p x p matrix with the (/, j)th element {K(/)},-; = Tr(Mx\^MxV ;), i, 
j= 1, ...,/>-
Lemma 1.4. if the matrices V,, ..., Vp are linearly independent, then K0 is 
regw/ar. 
Proof. The matrix S<0 is the Gram matrix of the p-tuple of the elements 
V,, ..., Vp in the Hilbert space of symmetric p x p matrices with the inner 
product <A, B> = Tr(AB). 
Lemma 1.5. Let the matrices S, and S2 be symmetric and p.s.d. Then Jt(Sx, 
S2) - J4(SX + S2). 
Proof . Seep. 126 in [7]. 
Lemma 1.6. The LMVQUIE of a function g(3) = f'S, 3e», exists iff 
feJ4(K{I)). 
Proof . Cf [8]. 
Lemma L7. Let V be an arbitrary symmetric p.d. matrix of the type n x n and 
K = V — VA(A/VA)"",A/V, where A is the matrix from the regular model (V, 
(A, S) ( ® \ £ ( 0 ) \ Ifl = M | , then lhe model (Ml Y, A 0 , M^(3) M%) enables 
us to construct the 50-LBLUE of 0 and the 50-LMVQUIE of each function 
g(3) = ff3, 5e&, possessing the $0-LIvlVQUIE in ?he original model Moreover, 
0(Y, 30) = 0(Tr, 30) and flf(Y9 30) = r5(TK, 30). 
Proof . Cf Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 in [5]. 
Definition 1.8. An n x m matrix G is a minimum N-seminorm g-inverse of an 
mxn matrix A if AG A = A<6V{yeur(A)}V{x: Ax = y} \\Gy\\H < ||x||N. 
Here |jx||N = \Jx'Ux and N is a p.s.d matrix of the type n x n. The matrix G is 
denoted by A~(Nr 
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Lemma 1.9. Let H be an n x n p.s.d. symmetric matrix and A be an arbitrary 
m x n matrix. 
a) If Ji{fk!) cz Ji{H), then N~A'(AN~A')~ is a minimum U-seminorm g-
inverse of the matrix A. 
b) If R{Amn) = m and J4{A
r) cz J4{U), then ( A N A ) " = ( A N A ) 1 . 
Proof . a)Cf. [7]. 
b) JT(A') cz i / ( N ) ^ ] { E , / n } A' = NE. Thus AN "A' = E'NE and 
i?(AN A ) = £(E'NE). As N is p.s.d., there exists Jn m) such that N = J J ' . 
Thus /?(E'NE) = i?(E'J) = J?(E'N) = i?(A) = m. 
Lemma 1.10. Let B\.\be ap x p matrix, the (i,j)th element of which has the 
form {S|A|}/; = T^AV^AV^), /,j = 1, ...,F; A is an arbitrary n x n matrix. Then 
in the mixed linear model 
a) ^(K ( f )) = ^ [ S | M x E o M x )
 + 0; 
b) Ji\Mm - 1) + K(/>] - .#[(m - l)S|.Eo-!| + S|(MXL0MX)+|], 
where E0 = £ \tVh 30 = (\u...9 $>,,)'€». 
Proof. Cf [8], 
Lemma 1.11. Lel ( K, (A, S) ( J, E(,9) J be a regw/ar mode/. Let T = I - SC, 
TA = A, TS = Q Then T = M | - SUM^M|MX, W/1ere V is an arbitrary but 
fixed symmetric n x n p.d. matrix, K = V — VA(A'VA)~!A'V and U ls an 
arbitrary k2 x n matrix. Moreover the matrix S'KS ls regular. 
Proof. The regularity of S'KS is implied by Theorem 2,5 in [3]. As S is 
of the full rank in columns, TA = A o C A = G and TS = O o C S = l; 
CA = 0<=>C = ZMX, where V is an arbitrary but fixed symmetric n x n p.d. 
matrix and Z is an arbitrary k2x n matrix. Z has to fulfil the equation 
ZM^S = I the solution of which is Z = (S'KS)" ] S'V + U(l - P^vs), where U 
A 
is an arbitrary k2 x n matrix ((S' KS)"' S'V is a particular solution of the equation 
ZM^S = I). As P^vs = M^Pg, we obtain C = (S KS) S K + U(l - M^P^). 
. M ^ SC = Pg + U(l - Ml+ M^M^) M^ = P£ + UMXM^MX =-> T = 
= M^-SUM^M^MX 
R e m a r k 1.12. As M | M ^ = M^ and MgM^ - M£ (Cf. Theorem 2.5 in 
[3]), where L = V - VS(S'VS) 'S 'V, the elimination matrix T can be written 
in the form T = M£ - SUM^M^. 
R e m a r k 1.13. In the following the transformation M s is considered on-
ly; namely, the term SUM)(MS Vis of no use in the invariant estimation of the 
vector 9. 
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2. Structures generated by replications 
The aim of this section is to study such structures of linear mixed models 
which ensure the existence of the 50-LMVQUIE of the whole vector 9. Then, 
with respect to Lemmas 1.7 and 1.11, there exists a suitable transformation 
T = M | (K = V - VA(A'VA) 'A V, V being an arbitrary symmetric p.d. 
matrix of the type n x n) eliminating nuisance parameters. The basis for obtain-
ing the explicit formulae is the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. Let in the mixed linear model (Y9 X$ L($)) (it need not be regular) 
g(3) = fS, Jeflf- be a function such that feJf(K{/)). Then there exists the 
$0-LMVQUIE of it and if Ji(K) cz e,#(E0), the estimator has the form F#(V, 
30) = £ XtY
/(MxE0Mx)
+y.(MxE0Mx)
+V, where k- (A,, ..., kp)' is a solution 
i = 1 
of the equation S|(MXL0MX)
4 | k= f. 
Proof . Cf [8]. 
Theorem 2.2. Let I Y, (A, S) ( J, £ $,y J be an m-times replicated regular 
model (Y9 (A, S) (^ £ 9^\ (i.e. Y= (Y\9 ..., Y'J, Yl9 ..., Ym are i.i.d. 
random vectors, A = 7® A, 7 = (1, ..., l ) ' e ^ m , S = 7 ® S, y f = I <8) V#, i = 1, 
..., m). Let Pm = 11
f/m9 Mw = I — Pw, V be an arbitrary symmetric p.d.matrix 
of the type n x n, K - V - VA(A /VA)~ ,A /V and T = (Pw ® M | + Mw ® I), 
m 
i.e. TY = 1 ® M%Y + [W -?)',..., (Ym - ?)']', where Y= (l/m) £ ^. Then 
a) 0(Y, #o) = 0(TY, ^ ) , 
b) 3(Y, 50) = 9(1 Y, 90). 
Proof , a) The matrix T = . - S[§'(l ® K)S]-'S'(I <g> K) is of the form 
I — SC. With respect to Lemma 1.3 this is sufficient for the validity of a). 
b) The model (Y, (A, § ) ( ? ] , Z 5/V,•) is regular. Therefore the matrix K(/) 
having in the replicated model the form K(/) = (m — 1) K0 + K
(/) (K0, K
(/) being 
matrices for the model ( Y, (A, S) ( J, £ tyV,-]) is regular with respect to 
Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5. With respect to Lemma 1.6 the 9(Y, 90) exists. If 
V = I <g> V, then K = Mm <g) V + P„, ® K and T can be expresed in the form 
M | , which with respect to Lemma 1.7 proves the assertion b. 
R e m a r k 2.3. The explicit expression for the i90-LBLUE of 0 is 
&(TY, 90) = [(AT(Mg^Mg-)]'
 Ml¥= «7"® A ') [p»- ® (MgSoMg) + 
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+ Mw®£ 0 ]
+ (7®A)}- , ( t '®A' ) [Pm®(M«E 0M^
+ + Mw®E0 ]
+ . 




Lemma 1.9 and the inclusion J/(A) c ^ ( M s £ 0 M £ ) were used here. The same 
expression 0(Y, 30) = (I, OXX'SoX)-' X'Eo~'Yean be obtained for 0(Y, 30) in 
the model before its transformation (in the model after the transformation the 
matrix A ' ( M £ S - O M £ )+ A of the dimension kx x k} has to be inverted while a 
substantially larger matrix X'LoT'X of the dimension (A:, + k2) x (kt +/c2)hasto 
be inverted in the model before the transformation). Instead of (MgL0Mg )
+ the 
matrix Z0
l - ^ ^ ( S ' L Q - ' S ) - 1 S'LO"1 may be used for calculating 0(TY, 30). 
The explicit expression for 3(Y, 30) is of the form 
3(Y, 30) = [S|E0-'|(m - :) 4 S K M * ^ , ) ^ ] -
1 f, 
y = ( / i , ii ) 
f = (m - OTr^Lo^'YXa.1) -f m?- ^ x - , ^ . . , ^ ?,i=\,...,p, 
m m 
t = [\/(m- 1)]£ (Y,- Y)(Y :•) , f^(\/m)1 Yh 
/ = 1 / = 1 
(MXE0MX)
 + = E0-' - V X t X ' V X r X ' E o - ' (Cf [1]). 
The estimator 3(TY, 30) can be expressed in the following way 
3(TY, 30) = [S|(MgEoMS')
+ (m - 1) + S|(MAMS E0.M^MA)
+|]-' f, 
7 = ( 7 i , •-., rP)', 
f, = (m- l)Tr[£(Mg K0M$'y M ^ M * (M£ Z,0M«')
+] + 
+ m(Ml Y)' (MAM£ L0M^'MA)
+ M^y.M^'(MAM| £0M£ MA)
+ Mg Y, 
i= 1, ..., p; 
the relationships (Mx L0MX)
+ = M„ ® L0 ' + P„, ® (Mx E0MX)
+ and (Mx E0. 
. Mx)
+VXMx E 0 M x r = Mm ® Eo"




Another structure, occurring frequently in engineering experiments, is 
generated by replications of a regular model (V, Xff, E(#)): 
(Y, X# £(#)), (2.1) 
where Y = (Y\, Y'2, ..., Y'm)', Y, .... Ym are stochastically independent random 
vectors, E(Y,\0) = ( 1 r ® A,, 7 ,®S ( ) ( ®) = ( t , ® X,)/Sf, Var(Y]#) = 
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£ .9.(1.,® V»), 1,t = (1, ..., \)'eď\ Y, = (Y;J, Y2, ..., YQ' and Yu, ..., 
j-= 1 
V[r are i.Ld. ^-dimensional random vectors. The matrix X, consists of those 
rows of the matrix X which were replicated just rrtimes; analogously V*° 
consists of those elements of the matrix Vv which are determined as the points 
of intersections of the rows and columns corresponding to the matrix X,-. It is 
assumed that r, > 1 and X! = X. 
Theorem 2.4. There exists the $0-LJvfVQUIE of 3 in the model (2.1) and has 
the form 
3(Y,90) = S*-\fu...,fpy, 
s*=t {('. - o s r a + SIEot, - -...So^N-'x;.^/! -
i= 1 
-S|r/.£^/X/N-
,X;.S0tll} + T, 
m m 
{T}„= Z Z r ^ T r ^ ^ N - ' X ^ t y V W ^ X ^ N - ' X ^ t M 0 ) , s, t = \,...,P, 
( = 1 7 = 1 
/=- 1 
S=Ì,...,P, Y, = (\/Г,) X K,7, 
% = [i/(r, - i)] £ (Kj - vLXKi ™ t)\ -Co., = I ^ , v« , 
j=i j=i 
{S|E0+|},( = Tr(Vf Et-V^Eot,.), N = £ r,X; E^X,, | = N" ' £ r , * ; . ^ -
/ = 1 i = 1 
Proof . First it has to be proved that S|(MX £oMx)
+1 = S*. With respect 
to Lemmas 1.10 and 1.4 and to the assumption r, > 1, X, = X, the matrix S* 
is obviously regular and thus the B{ Y, 30) has to exist. 
Using the relationship 
/ B , j , ..., Blm 
(M, E0Mx)
+ = So"1 - Sr'XQC' So-!xr !X' So'1 H 
\ -*/n, 1' • • •' -*/». m/ 
where 
B,-,,. = I ® So;1 - r,Pr/® .S.-.'^N-'X;.^/, 
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N = x ^ ; ^ x „ pr = {\/Гi)irrГi, 
/ = l 
в.... = - i,rГj® ^ - ' x ; ^
1 , / Фj, i,j=\,..., m, lJ 
after a simple but time-consuming calculation we obtain the relationship 
{Y\, ..., Y'm) [.So"
1 - L0-'X(X' Eo-'Xr'X' So"
1] Y.rSo-1 - ?0-'X(X' L^'X)-
1. 
m m 
.X'Sr'Kr, ...,Y'm)'= X (r,- l)Tr(.t,.L0-
|V(')i:0;,
1)+ £ nY^yfZj?^ 
/ = 1 / = 1 
+ X Z r,r/r;(E0:,
,x,N-1 £ ^ x ^ ^ v f ^ i x . N - ' x ; ^ : ; -
/ = i j = l k = i 
- Eo"?v? L0:;X,N • x;E0;; - --0:,'X,N - ' x ; z 0 j v? z0j> *> 
The right side does not change if % — XjK, / = 1, ..., m, is substituted for % 
m 
i= 1, ..., m. Then the right side attains the form £ [(r, - l)Tr(E, E^/Vf. 
.£0:/) + ^ ™ X J ) ' £ ^ Now, respecting Lemma 2.1, the 
proof can be finished in a standard but rather time-consuming way. 
R e m a r k 2,5. In many cases it is reasonable to utilize for a numerical 
determination of the #0»LMVQUIE of 3 the fact that the matrices Yi, ..., y, in 
the model (2.1) or in the model after an elimination transformation are sparse. 
The following theorem can be useful here. 
Theorem 2.6. Let in the regular model (V, X$ E($)) the matrix E($) be of the 
form 
/J:,(9% O, ..., o \ 
L(5) = [ °' L2(5P))' •••' ° )=fj pWeWeW^Hf, 
\ • • • • • • ' • • • • • / S = 1 i• = 1 \ o, o, ..., -.u^y 
where e(m) = (0,, ..., 0. _ ,, 1 ,, 0, + ,, ..., 0m)' and H\
x) is a known symmetric n, x «,. 
matrix; 9 = {9\l), ...,' 9™,' 9?\ ..., 9™, ..., 9{m), ..., $™)'. Let a function 
g(9) = f'9, 9eS, have the property feJ/{K(r)). Then the ^-LMVQUIE of g{.) 
is 
m Ps 
^ Z I A«V;L0:JH«E0:>J, 
s -= 1 / = 1 
wAere v ,= Y5-Xj(Y 50), 
m m PA-
I ( U , ) = N„-' x x.; E0-; Y, N0= x X;L0:,'X,,L0,,= £ CH,
J \ 
. ţ = i . t = i ř = i 
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the decomposition ofX into (X{, ..., X^)' corresponds to the decomposition ofE0 
into EQJ, ,.., TL0m and the vector X = (A
(,l}, ..., Aj,0, ..., Xf])f is a solution of the 
equation S|(MX £ 0MX)
+ | A = f. The matrix S|(MX E0MX)
+ | is given by the 
formula 
SKMxLoMxY 
\ M , D 
where 
S u = S|X0J ~- Eo^X.No-'X;^!, i = 1, ..., m, 
{S/A« = Tr^JXjM^X^jH^ ^JX^X^jHf), ij = 1, ..., m, 
t= 1, ...,/>,., K= 1, . . . ,P , , I # j . 
Proof . Regarding Lemma 2.1 we proceed in the same way as in the 
proof of Theorem 2.4. Because of its being tedious and lenghty, it is omitted. 
R e m a r k 2.7. The numbers m and p are significantly smaller than the 
number n = «, + ... + nm and the same holds in many cases for the dimensions 
of matrices Hf}. Thus the calculation of the elements of the matrices Su requires 
significantly less time and occupies significantly less of the memory of computers 
than the calculation respecting directly Lemma 2.1. 
A further important structure of a mixed linear model arises in such experi-
ments of technical sciences the aim of which is to determine positions of stable 
and non-stable points of the investigated constructions in m epochs when the 
model has the form 
; (1m ® X„ lM ® X2) i n ; £ 9,(\ <g> V,) ), (2.2) 
Yj \^(„ 
px being a &,-dimensional vector of coordinates of stable points, jBjP a ^-dimen-
sional vector of coordinates of non-stable points in the jth epoch. 
Theorem 2.8. a) The (i,j)th element of the matrix K(/) for the regular model 
(2.2) is 
{K<% = (m- 1)T. m^MxVj) + Tr(Cl,X|,Mx2VC!,xl,Mx V,), 
1,7-- 1, ...,p, C , . , , . ^ - Mx. - MxXx(X[MxX,r
]X[MX2. 
b) If a function g(3) — ;"'•?, £ ., fulfils the condition feJ?(K(r)), then the 
00-LMVQUIE of it is frI . f, 
log 
r-=(r.,.-, fPY, 





+v, / = 1, ...,p, 
m m 
W„ = [l/(m - 1)] X (v, - v) (v, - vY, v = (1/m) £ 14, 
i = 1 / = 1 
M,..., •„)- = (Y\,..., Y;y - ( t ® x „ s ® x2) (p\,..., Rr
YY 
and jiu f^
l\ ..., /_m) are arbitrary unbiased linear estimators of the vector par-
ameters pu $\ ..., $i
m\ The vector A = (A,, ,.., Xm)
f is a solution of the equation 
[(m - l)S|(MX2LoMx2)
+| + SIC..X..MJU = * 
Proof, a) According to Lemma 2.1 the (/', j)th element of the matrix K(/) 
for the model (2.2) is Tr(MxYMxY7-)- The matrix MX can be expressed as 
/m®x;x,, r®x;x2\-' / r®x ; \ 
Pm®l + M m ® l - ( / ® X 1 , l ® X 2 ) ' l o y , v L Y • 
\ 7® X2X,, I® X2X2 / \ I ® X 2 / 
If the known formula 
/A, BN"1 _ / (A-BC-'B')-', - (A-BC B) 'BC ' \ 
\B', Cj "V-C-'B^A-BC-'BO-1, C-' + C-'B^A-BC-'B'Y'BC-y 
is utilized, we obtain 
Mx=Pm®C 1 ,X lMX 2+Mm®Mx 2 . 
Thus MXYMXV; = Mm ® M x V,Mx2Y + Pm ® C1X„ MX V,C, X M x y and 
Tr(MxV,MxV,) = (m - 1) {S|MX2|},y + {S|C1,XI.MX2I}/J. 
b) Regarding Lemma 2.1 and applying the same procedure as in a) we obtain 
(MX?0MX)
+ = [(Mm ® MX2 + Pm ® C,,XI,MX2) (Mm ® S0 + Pm ® E0). 
. (Mm ® MXj + Pm ® C,,XiiMx2)]
+ = (Mm ® MX2L0Mx2 + 
+ P„® C1,X1,MX2SOC1.XI.MX2)+ = Mm®(Mx2L0Mx2)
+ + 
+ P/и ® (Cifx,łмX2^oCi,x,,мX2) + 
If the equality 
(Y\, ..., Ym)(Mm®U, + P m ®U 2 )(Y ; , ..., YJ = 
= (m - l)Tr |[l/(m - 1)] £ (Y - Y)(Yt- Y)'u\ + m?U2Y 
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and the invariance of the estimator are taken into account, the proof can easily 
be finished. 
Remark 2.9. Another expression for (MXE0MX)
+ can be obtained in the 
following way: 
(MxE0IVIxr =?o~
1 -^^(X 'Lo^Xr^Eo- 1 = Mm0(MX2EoIVIX2r + 





+ = Eo"' - Eo-'X^XJSo-'X-r'XJLo-1 
and 
(MX2£0MX2r - ( M ^ M ^ + X - I X K M ^ = 
= c l i X p ( M x 2 ^ M x 2 ) + . 
Thus (CKXi,Mx22:0CUXi?Mx2)
+ = CI>Xlt(Mx2^Mx2)+. 
3. Sensitivity and invariance 
Consider the special structure of the linear mixed model (Y9 Xfi9 2(5)) with 
Z(9) of the form .£(#) = <x2l + XGX' + Z AZ', where 9 = (a\ [vech(G)]', 
[vech(A)]')', Z'X = 0 , M^L) = Ker(X'). If next in accordance with [6] 
le{X(9); £e»}, then V{#e»} fi(Y9 9) = (X"L-
](9)X)~lX'i:~l(9) Y= (X'X)~\ 
. X' Y9 i.e. there exists the UBLUE of the vector fi 
This example shows that a determination of some locally best estimator of fi 
does not always require to estimate 9. (However, when Var[(X'X)_,X' Y\9\ = 
= a2(X'X)_1 + G is to be estimated, then it is quite clear that some function of 
9 must be estimated.) 
For the mentioned structure it is typical that the parameter fi is uniformly 
non-sensitive on 9 (see further). It will be shown that a structure with some 
non-sensitiveness of fi on 9 implies the existence of an invariant estimator of 9. 
Further, it will be shown that in this case the ($), #0)-LMVLQUE (the locally 
minimum variance linear quadratic unbiased estimator) of a function 
g(3) = f'99 5e», becomes the $0-LMVQUIE. (Let us recall that the (&, 90)~ 
LMVLQUE has the form 









where the vector A = (A,, ..., Xp)' is a solution of the equation 
(SI.S.7'1 - S|L0-' Px ° \)k = f.) Analogously the 50-mLMVQE (the modified loc-
ally minimum variance quadratic estimator) given by the formula 






1 = 1 
where p = (X'E0"
,X)-,X'L0-
1 Yand A is the same as in the (p0, 50)-LMVLQUE, 
becomes the #0-LMVQUIE. 
Definition 3.1. A parameter /J, is 30-locally non-sensitive on a variance com-
ponent 3j ifV{ye@"}d0,(y, 9)/d9j\9.^ = 0. 
Lemma 3.2. In a regular mixed model a parameter ft is 30-locally non-sensitive 
on 9j iff 
{(X'Lo-'Xr'X'Eo-'Ky.Lo-' Mx0"' = 0; 
the vector fi is 30-locally non-sensitive on 3j iff 
Px ° yEo-'Mx °' = O O P ^ ' V . M J 0 ' ' = 0. 
Proof . dp(y, 3)/^^J = [^(X'J:-\3)X)"l/^^l]X
,Z-](9)y+(X'l:~](3)Xy,X,. 
.[dX-l(9)/d9j]y; as a(X'E- ,(5)X)- ,/8t9/= ( X ' E - ' ^ X Y ' X ' E - ' ^ y E - ' ^ . 
X(X'E-,(«9)X)-1 and 8E '(5)/8^ = - E ^ ^ y E " ' ^ ) , it can be easily ob-
tained that dfi(y, ^ ^ . ^ - - - ( X ' E o - ' X r ' X ' E o - ' y E o - ^ K - X ^ K , »o)l 
where p(y, 30) = (X'^'Xy'X'^y. As R(X) = k < n and y-Xp(y, 
2 - i .̂ i 
30)=Mx°y, the equivalence Vtye^dfty, S p j ^ ^ O o P j
0 y i ^ 1 . 
. Mx
0 = 0 is obvious. 
r - i E - i 
Corollary 3.3. Tjf Jt(yf) a Jt(X), then Px° y.Mx° ' = 0 (obviously 
y = XUX', U = U' and Px° XUX'M? ' = Px° XUO = O). 
R e m a r k 3.4. If Jt(yt) c Jt(X), then the ith column and the ith row of 
the matrix K(/) are zero. With respect to Lemma 1.10 the same is true for the 
matrix S|(MX£0IVSX)
+|. Therefore there does not exists the $0-LMVQUIE for 
3, 
Definition 3.5. A parameter ft in a regular mixed model is uniformly non-
sensitive on the variance component 3j ify{3e§}\/{ye0in}dft(y, 3)/d3j = 0. 
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R e m a r k 3.6. If £ = cr2l + XGX + Z AZ , 9 = {a2, [vech(G)]', 
[vech(A)']}', then the vector ft is obviously uniformly non-sensitive on •?. 
Lemma 3.7. If \eVL(9):l(9) = £ 5,V„ V„ 9e$t\ and p is uniformly non-
sensitive on 9, then in the regular model Y = PXS,PX + MXS,MX, S, = S,', i = 1, 
...,p, and 1(9) = a2\ + XGX' + ZAZ', Z'X = O, J((Z) = Ker(X'). 
Proof . \/{9e$} P x " ' yE- 'Mx" ' = O => PXYMX = O => Y, = 
= z, - P X Z , M X = z; - M X Z;P X => y = (i/2) (Z, + z,o - Px(i/2). (z, + z,o. 
. M x - Mx(l/2) (Z; + Z,0 Px. If (1/2) (Z, + Z,0 = S„ then V, = (Px + Mx) S,. 
. (Px + Mx) - PXS,MX - MxS,Px = PXS,PX + MXS,MX. Thus 1.(9) = Px. 
£ ,9,S,Px + M x f 5,S,MX. Let a
2, G, A(G = G , A = A') be arbitrary. It is 
; = i / = i 
to be shown that there exists a matrix U = £ 5,S, such that PXUPX + 
/ = 1 
+ MXUMX = o-
2i + XGX' + Z AZ'. Let U = cr2l + H, H = H . Then 
PXUPX + MXUMX = o-
2l + PXHPX + MXHMX; thus the matrix H must be a 
solution of the equation 
X(X X) X HX(X X) X + Z(Z Z) Z HZ(Z Z) Z = XGX + Z AZ(3.1) 
If H fulfils the equations 
(X X) X HX(X X) ' = G, (3.2) 
(Z'Z)- !Z'HZ(Z'Z)-' = A, (3.3) 
then it is a solution of (3.1). The class of all solutions of (3.2) is 
{(X')+X'XGX'XX+ + T - (X ) X TXX+ :T arbitrary}. The choice T = Z AZ 
makes H a solution of (3.3) as well. Thus such an H is a solution of 3.1. 
R e m a r k 3.8. The assertion of Lemma 3.7 can be found in [6] or in [4] 
(Theorem 5.7.3); here another way of proving it is given. If 14 {--(#): 9e $}, then 
it can easily be shown that Y = Px° S,PX° ' + Mx° S,MX° ', S, = S;, 
--o = 1(90), 90e$. 
Theorem 3.9. If the vector p is 90-locally non-sensitive on the variance com-
ponent 9Jt then Yi = (Y - Xp)' [E0"' Y IV' - 10''X(X XV'X)-'X' XV' V,XV' X. 
.(X'XV'XY 'X'IV1] (Y- XP), which is a term of the (fi, ,90)-LMVLQUE and it 
equals for each peMk y}n = Y'(MXX:0MXYY(MX£0MX)
+ Y which is a term of 
the .VLMVQUIE. 
Proof . (M x E 0 M x )
+ Y(M x i : o M x )
+ =[L0-
1 - ^ ^ ^ ( X ' E o - ' X r ' X ' L o - ' j y . . 
[V - ^x(X'^xr'x'^] = VYXV1^0"' - V P ? V^M?" 1 
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= Lo-'y.Eo-'M?' - W E o - 1 - ( M ? 1 + p^'yEo-'y.Eo.-'Px0' =L 0 - ' y . 
.Eo"1 - Px° 'Eo-'yEo-'Px0 , because of Px° Y ^ ' M x
0 = O. 
Theorem 3.10. a) If the vector pis 90-locally non-sensitive on the whole vector 
9, then S|MXE0MX)
+| = S|E0-'| - S|S0-
]Px°"'|. 
b) Let 3= (3'u 3'2y'. If the vector p is 304ocally nonsensitive on the subvector 
3U then 
S|M X E 0 M X )
+ |=(^ ; * ) 
and \ ' / 
S|E0 I — S|E0 Px I = I _, n ) ' 
The decomposition of these matrices corresponds to the decomposition of the 
vector 9 into 9X and 9j. 
Proof. a) P x ^ Y M x ^ O , / = 1 , ..., /?=>Tr[(MxE0Mx)
+V. 
.(MxE0Mx)
+y] = Trl-VMf'v.Ei-'O - Pj'Vyl = Tr^'O - Px°~')Y • 
.So-'Y] = TriST'YSo-'Y) - TrPo-'P^YSo-HMx0"1 + P?"') V,] = T r ^ ' V , . 
.Eb-'Y) - Tr^o- 'p^ 'yEo- 'p^ 'y .) . 






= Tr[Eo-' Y-Eo-'y - Eo-^Px0-' + M ? ' ) V-V P?~y] = T r ^ - ' y ^- 'M?'Vy) = 
= TrlEo-'CM?' + PX
0~,)Y.£0-
,MX
0",Y] = T r ( . V M ? V ^ M f V 
Corollary 3.11. All functions g(3) = f'3, $eS, with the property 
A, B\/AA 
B, D)\O) 
possess ($ 50)-LMVLQUE8 identical with 30-LMVQUIEs for each PeM
k. These 
functions can be invariantly estimated in the model after a transformation of the 
type M | (V arbitrary) and the estimators in the original and in the transformed 
model are identical. 
As the $rmLMVQE is usually used instead of the (p0, $0)-LMVLQUE, the 
following theorem can be of some interest. 
Theorem 3.12. Let g(3) = f'3, 5 G » , where fe^(S|E0-
! | - S ^ P ? |) and 
let the vector P be 30-locally non-sensitive on 3. Then the $0-mLMVQE of the 
function g(.). is unbiased and is identical with the $0-LMVQUIE. 
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Eo \ / t m £ o > _ n riv%A i/__ v t f — Hái
£o Proof. The relationships Px° \/,Mx° - O and Y-X0=MX° Yap-
plied in the expression Tg(Y, 90) = £ A,(Y-XjSy (£0-
|V l2^
1 - .E^'P? V,. 
i = i 
^" ' 'Eo - 'MY -X t f ) give T , (K 5 0)= ' 
f = 1 
.Px° 'L 0 ' ) ( / ?  g(Y, 9 )= £ A,.Y(MxE0Mx)
+y.(Mx5:0Mx)
+Y . 
As the vector k for the $0-
mLfvIVQE is a solution of the equation 
z~l 
(SlEo"1! - SIEo^Px0 I)A = f and the vector 2 for the ^-LMVQUIE is a solu-
tion of the equation S|(Mx-£oMx)
+ | A = f, the assertion is obvious with respect 
to Theorem 3.10. 
The unbiasedness can be proved directly as well. The bias of the $0-mLMVQE 
is b(3)^E[Tg(Y, ^ ) M - f ' * = - 2 A ' { T r ^ ..., 
- , Tr[(MxL0Mx)
+V/?E0~
1Px° £]}'; Mx° y.E0"
!P? = 0 obviously implies 
b(5) = 0, 5 G » . 
4. Estimators of variance components in the structure with a uniform 
non-sensitiveness of p on 3 
In the regular linear mixed model (F, X# Z(3) = tr2l + XGX' + Z AZ'), 
#G 0lk, 3 = (a2, [vech(G)]', [vech(A)]')' e »there exists the UBLUE of a function 
h(p) = p ' $ peMk, but there does not exist an unbiased and invariant estimator 
of its dispersion Var[jd'(X'X)-,X'K|a2, G, A] = Tr{pp'[<x2(X'X)-1 + G]}. (If 
UX = 0 — invariance, then E(Y'UY\o\ G, A) = a2Tr(U) + Tr(Z'UZ) # 
# Tr{pp'[a2(X'X)^ i + G]}.) If a replication of the experiment is possible, then 
the structure of the replicated model ensures the existence of the sought estima-
tor. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (Y9 (7<8>X)# I ® (a
2l + XGX' + Z AZ')) be a regular 
replicated linear mixed model and let g(a2, G) = Tr{F[<j2(X'X)"1 + G]}; then 
there exists the uniformly minimum variance quadratic unbiased invariant estima-
tor of the function g(.) and has the form Tr[£X(X'X)-~1F(X'X)~,X'], Where 
t = [\/(m - 1)] X (*f- Y) ( I f - P)'f f = (l/m) X % Y= (Yu ..., Ym)\ 
t - - 1 1 = 1 
P r o o f As, in accordance with [2], for every unbiased estimator of the 
form Y'Unm nmY there exists an unbiased estimator of the form 
rg(Y) = r ( M w ® U, + Pm® U 2 ) y = (m - l)Tr(£U,) + m f U 2 f , 
where 
(m - l)Tr(U,) + Tr(U2) = Tr[F(X'X)~
1], 
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(m- 1)X U,X + X U 2 X= F, 
(m- 1)Z'U,Z + Z'U2Z = 0 
(unbiasedness) and U2X = O (invariance), whose dispersion is not larger than 
that of Y'linmnmY, we confine ourselves to the latter form. 
The matrices U, and U2 satisfying these conditions can be obtained in the 
following way: U, = U;&(m - 1)X U,X = F<=>U, = X(X X) F(X X) "X / 
Km - i) + w, - pxw,px,w, = w;, U2 = U2&U2X = O o U2 = P2W2PZ, 
W2 = W2 and (m - 1)Z'W,Z + Z'W2Z = O, (m - l)Tr(W,Pz) + Tr(W2Pz) = 
= 0. 
The variance of the estimator is 
Vax[Tg(Y)\*%) = (m - l JTrCU^U.Lo) + Tr(U2i:0U2L0) = (m - 1). 
.{[o-4/(m - l)2]Tr[F(X'X)"'F(X'X)-1] + [<y^(m - l)2]Tr[(X'X)-'FG0F] + 
+ Tr(W,2) - Tr(PxW,PxW,) + Tr(W,XG0X'W,) - Tr(PxW,XGoX'W,) + 
+ Tr(W,Z A0Z'W,) + [a~l(m - l)
2]Tr[F(X'X)~ 'FG0] + Tr(XG0X'W
2) -
- Tr(W,PxW,XG0X') + Tr(W,Z A0Z'W,XG0X') + Tr(W
2Z A0Z') + 
+ Tr(W,XG0X'W,Z A0Z) + Tr(Z A0Z'W,Z A0Z')} + o-0
4Tr(MxW2MxW2) + 
+ o% Tr(MxW2ZA0Z'W2) + cr0
2 Tr(MxW2MxW2ZA0Z') + 
+ Tr(MxW2Z A0Z'W2ZA0Z). 
The Lagrange method of indefinite multipliers is used in order to find out the 
minimum of this dispersion under the conditions (m — 1)Z'W,Z + Z'W2Z = O 
and (m - 1) Tr(W, Pz) + Tr(W2Pz) = 0; 
0>(W„ W2) = Var[r,(r)|o-
2, A0] - 2A[(m - l)Tr(W,Pz) + Tr(W2Pz)] -
- 2Tr{y'Z'[(m - 1)W, + W2]Z}, 
where A (a scalar) and y' (a matrix) are indefinite multipliers. 
6#(W„ W2)/6W, = O => (m - 1) (4W, - 4PXW, Px + 2XG0X'W, + 2W,XG0X' -
- 2XG0X'W,PX - 2PXW,XG0X' + 2Z A0Z'W, + 2W,ZA0Z' + 2W,XG0X' + 
+ 2XG0X W, - 2PXW,XG0X - 2XG0X W,PX + 4Z A0Z W,XG0X + 
+ 4XG0X'W,Z A0Z' + 2W,Z A0Z' + 2Z A0Z'W, + 4Z A0Z'W,Z A0Z') -
- 2A(m - 1)2PZ - 2[(m - l)Zy'Z' + (m - l)ZyZ'] = O; 
5(t>(W„ W2)/6W2 = O => 4 0 - ^ ^ 2 M x + 2o0
2Z A0Z'W2MX + 2a0
2MxW2Z A0Z' + 
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+ 2<T0
2IVIXW2Z A 0 Z M X + 2a 0
2M xZ A0Z'W2lVlx + 22 A0Z'W2Z AoZ'Mx + 
+ 2M X Z A0Z'W2Z AQZ' - 4APZ - 2Zy'Z' - 2ZyZ' = O. 
As Wj = 0, W2 = 0, A - -1/2 and y + f = (Z'Z)"
1 satisfy the given equations 
we see that U, - X(X'X)-' F(X'XyxW/(m - 1), U, - O and thus 
Tg(Y) = (m - l)Tr[EX(X
/X)~1F(X/X)~lX//(m - 1)]. This estimator does not 
depend on 3, therefore it is uniform, 
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ОСОБЫЕ СТРУКТУРЫ СМЕШАННЫХ ЛИНЕЙНЫХ МОДЕЛЕЙ 
С МЕШАЮЩИМИ ПАРАМЕТРАМИ 
ЕиЪотгг КиЬасек 
Р е з ю м е 
Рассмотрены смешанные линейные модели с мешающими параметрами в среднем 
значении наблюдаемого вектора. Особые структуры позволяют исключить мешающие пар­
аметры без затраты информации о полезных параметрах и о вариационных компонентах. 
Эти структуры порождены либо какими-то повторениями, либо так называемой 
нечувствительностью полезных параметров на вариационные параметры. В структуре с 
равномерной нечувствительностью найдена оценка вариационных компонентов. 
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